In the antisaccade task, which is considered a sensitive assay of cognitive function, a salient 1 visual cue appears and the participant must look away from it. This requires sensory, motor-2 planning, and cognitive neural mechanisms. But what are the unique contributions of these 3 mechanisms to performance, and when exactly are they engaged? By introducing an urgency 4 requirement into the antisaccade task, we track the evolution of the choice process with mil-5 lisecond resolution and find a singular, nonlinear dependence on cue exposure: when viewed 6 briefly (∼100-140 ms), the cue captures attention so powerfully that looking at it (erroneously) 7 is virtually inevitable, but as the cue viewing time increases, the probability of success quickly 8 rises and saturates. The psychophysical and modeling results reveal concerted interactions be-9 tween reflexive and voluntary cognitive mechanisms that (1) unfold extremely rapidly, (2) are 10 qualitatively consistent across participants, and (3) are nevertheless quantitatively distinctive 11 of each individual's perceptual capacities.
. Urgent and non-urgent variants of the antisaccade task. a, The compelled antisaccade task. After a fixation period (150, 250, or 350 ms) , the central fixation point disappears (Go), instructing the participant to make an eye movement to the left or to the right (±10 • ) within 450 ms. The cue is revealed (Cue) after a time gap that varies unpredictably across trials (Gap, . The correct response is an eye movement (Saccade, white arrow) away from the cue, to the diametrically opposite, or anti, location. b, The delayed antisaccade task. In this case the cue is shown before the go signal, during fixation. The interval between cue onset and fixation offset varies across trials (Delay, 100 or 200 ms) . In all trials, the reaction time (RT) is measured between the onset of the go signal and the onset of the saccade, whereas the raw processing time (rPT) is measured between cue onset and saccade onset. . Perceptual performance varies as a function of cue luminance. a, Tachometric curves for trials in which the cue had high, medium, and low luminance (indicated by bright, grayish, and dark green points, respectively). Results are for the pooled data from all participants. The vortex shifts to the right and becomes less deep as luminance decreases. b, Tachometric curves from three individual participants at each cue luminance level, high, medium and low, as indicated by the icons. Gray shades demarcate the attentional vortex of each curve. In each panel, colored points are experimental results and black lines are continuous fits to the data.
traces; Equation 2) and measuring several features from the fitted curve (Methods). We present 143 results for three such features that were particularly reliable given the size of our samples (for 144 additional features, see Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The first one is the average value of the tachometric 145 curve for rPTs between 0 and 250 ms, which we refer to as the mean perceptual accuracy (Fig. 4a ).
146
The second feature is the rPT at which the tachometric curve reaches its minimum, which we 147 designate as the vortex location ( Fig. 4b ). And the third feature is the rPT at which the rising part 148 of the tachometric curve is halfway between its minimum and maximum values, which we call 149 the endogenous response centerpoint, or just the centerpoint of the curve, for brevity (Figs. 2, 3b, 150 right border of gray shades; Fig. 4c ). These quantities are partially related; the centerpoint, which 151 measures how soon the participant can escape the vortex, is independent of the vortex location 152 (partial Spearman correlation ρ = 0.34, p = 0.2; Methods), but is strongly anti-correlated with 153 perceptual accuracy (ρ = −0.85, p = 10 −5 ). Notably, the separation between the 'best' and the 154 'worst' participant within a given luminance condition is statistically large, particularly for the 155 mean perceptual accuracy and the centerpoint of the curve (Fig. 4a we computed the correlation between two variables (Methods), the average perceptual accuracy 168 (mean value of the tachometric curve), and the average observed accuracy (mean fraction of cor-169 rect choices). We found that, even though both quantites tend to increase with higher luminance, 170 suggesting a positive correlation, they are, in fact, uncorrelated (Fig. 5a ). The rank of a given 171 participant based on one measure is not predictive of his or her rank based on the other.
172
This may seem surprising. Logic dictates that better perceptual processing should translate 173 into better performance -but critically, this is contingent on everything else being equal. The 174 paradox arises because the mean RT also varies across participants, and the two accuracy mea-175 sures relate to it in opposite ways. The average observed accuracy demonstrates a strong speed-176 accuracy tradeoff, i.e., slower participants perform better ( Fig. 5b) . In contrast, the mean percep-177 tual accuracy demonstrates a weaker opposite trend; those participants that exhibit high percep-178 tual ability also tend to respond more quickly (Fig. 5c ). The results are nearly identical when 179 perceptual performance is quantified with the endogenous response centerpoint (Supplementary 180 Fig. 3 ). These comparisons show that the mean RT and accuracy -summary statistics that are 181 commonly used to measure performance -are drastically different from the quantities that char-182 acterize perceptual or cognitive capacity in the task.
183
The reason for this stark divergence is that perception depends critically on cue viewing time, 184 not on RT, whereas the overall success rate depends on both. The tachometric curve is largely 185 independent of motor performance, as it is highly insensitive to manipulations that substantially 186 alter the RT but not the sensory input (Stanford et al., 2010; Shankar et al., 2011; Salinas et al., 187 2014) (for evidence that is specific to the compelled antisaccade task, see Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
188
In contrast, it is easy to see that the mean observed accuracy depends on both the shape of the RTs are predominantly short, the left side of the curve is sampled more densely and, consequently, 191 the mean fraction correct is near chance ( Fig. 2a , left of gray shade); whereas when the RTs are 192 predominantly long, the right side of the curve is sampled more densely and the mean fraction 193 correct is high ( Fig. 2a , right of gray shade). Thus, while longer RTs have a minimal impact on 194 perception, they cause an increase in overall success rate that is consistent with a speed-accuracy 195 tradeoff.
196
The question of what determines the mean observed accuracy merits an additional consider- should be noted is that, when the rPT is consistently extended beyond that required for asymptotic 203 performance, as when the cue is presented before the go signal, the mean observed accuracy must 204 primarily reflect the lapse rate ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Thus, the mean observed accuracy may 205 be informative of specific cognitive processes -just not of the ones that are normally associated 206 with antisaccade performance.
207
A comprehensive account of antisaccade behavior based on motor competition 208 We developed a computational model (Methods) to explore two mechanistic hypotheses about with randomly-drawn build-up rates. The build-up process is likely to end in a random choice 218 (i.e., a guess; Fig. 6c ) when one of the initial rates is high and/or the gap is long, but otherwise, 219 time permitting, the cue signal modifies the ongoing motor plans (Fig. 6a, b ). Specifically, once the 220 target has been identified, the plan toward it (correct) is accelerated and the other one, toward the 221 opposite, incorrect location, is decelerated ( Fig. 6a , note acceleration of black trace and decelera-222 tion of red trace after gray interval). This corresponds to the cue content, interpreted according to introduced one crucial, task-specific assumption: that the competition is biased in favor of the cue location during a period of time that we refer to as the exogenous response interval, or ERI 227 ( Fig. 6a -c, gray shades). During the ERI, the cue has already been detected by the circuit but not 228 yet interpreted as "opposite to the target" (so it cannot yet drive the acceleration and deceleration 229 described above). We consider two possible mechanisms by which, during the ERI, the detection 230 of the cue may lead to exogenous attentional/oculomotor capture: (1) it could halt or suppress the 231 ongoing plan toward the anti location ( Fig. 6a, b , black traces during gray interval), or (2) it could 232 transiently accelerate the ongoing plan toward the cue location ( Fig. 6a, , 2006; Joiner et al., 2017; White et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018) . 239 We found that, to reproduce the psychophysical data accurately, both mechanisms were nec-240 essary. To see why, first note that the tachometric curve, which refers to the proportion of correct 241 choices in each rPT bin, can be expressed as a ratio,
where f C (rPT) and f I (rPT) describe the frequencies of correct and incorrect choices at each rPT, 243 i.e., they are the rPT distributions for correct and incorrect trials (normalized by the same factor;
data. According to the model, the onset of the ERI, which corresponds to the time at which the 271 cue is detected, is highly sensitive to luminance. For the high, medium, and low conditions, the 272 oculomotor circuitry detects the cue 76 ± 5 ms (mean ± SD for simulated trials), 104 ± 13 ms, 273 and 126 ± 19 ms after its presentation. These detection times determine the vortex location, and 274 their difference from high to low luminance (50 ms) corresponds closely with the rightward shift 275 of the vortex observed experimentally (51 ms; Fig. 3a) . Remarkably, the ERI lasts only 24 ms 276 (on average) in all three conditions, and the exogenous acceleration of the plan toward the cue 277 occurs only during the last 14 ms (high luminance), or only during the last 10 ms (medium and 278 low luminance); before that, the plan toward the cue halts just like its counterpart toward the anti 279 location (Fig. 6a, b , note that red trace is initially flat during gray interval). The model suggests 280 that the exogenous acceleration favoring the cue location is very brief but very powerful, which 281 explains why the left edge of the vortex can be so steep.
282
Finally, the parameter values (Supplementary Fig. 10a ). By contrast, we hypothesize that the magnitudes of the exogenous and endogenous 290 acceleration (via parameters a EX and a END ) are major sources of individual variation, because al-291 though they have weaker dependencies on luminance, they are reliable predictors of perceptual 292 accuracy ( Supplementary Fig. 10b-d) .
293
Discussion

294
The current work is significant because it achieves a marked improvement in the measurement of 295 fundamental psychophysical quantities. By design, the antisaccade task creates a conflict between 296 exogenous and endogenous mechanisms, the former driven by the saliency of the cue and the 297 latter by task instructions followed willfully. Other tasks (e.g., Kim and Cave, 1999) , most notably 298 the singleton-distracter task employed by Theeuwes and colleagues (Theeuwes, 1991 (Theeuwes, , 1992 (Theeuwes, , 1994 299 Theeuwes et al., 1998 299 Theeuwes et al., , 1999 Nissens et al., 2017) , have been highly successful at revealing such 300 conflict in the form of attentional or oculomotor capture, but they require more complex visual 301 displays with multiple items and a secondary discrimination to serve as a probe of the effect, all 302 leading to RTs that are much longer (≫ 250 ms) than typical intersaccadic intervals. In principle, 303 a minimalistic task typifying such an essential phenomenon would be extremely useful; it could 304 serve to determine the neural correlates of volitional versus reflexive action, or pinpoint the con- 
where s L tracks the left (decreasing) side of the tachometric curve and s R tracks the right (increas-430 ing) side. The asymptotic value on the left side was fixed at A L = 0.5, to enforce the constraint 431 that, for very short processing times, performance must be at chance. For any given empirical tities many times to generate distributions for them. This was done in five steps: (1) For the plan toward the anti location, r A , the build-up rate of is b A = g ERI b 0 A , where the constant 497 gain factor g ERI is either zero (i.e., the plan halts) or negative (i.e., the plan is suppressed). This 498 factor was set to zero for the pooled data, but negative values were allowed when fitting the data 499 from individual participants. Whether zero or negative, the build-up rate of the anti plan is the 500 same throughout the whole ERI. In contrast, for the motor plan toward the cue, r C , the build-up 501 rate is b C = g ERI b 0 C but only during the first ∆ ERI ms of the ERI; thereafter this build-up rate 502 instantly recovers its initial value (so b C = b 0 C ) and then increases steadily, such that
until the end of the ERI, where the term a EX is the exogenous acceleration of the cue plan. In 504 this way, the plan toward the cue, r C , first halts for ∆ ERI ms and then accelerates. If r C exceeds 505 threshold during the ERI, a saccade toward the cue is triggered. Otherwise, the trial continues.
506
Epoch 3: after the ERI. During this last period, the plan toward the anti location first recovers 507 its initial value (instantly, so b A = b 0 A ) and then accelerates, whereas the plan toward the cue 508 decelerates. That is, except for zero-gap trials. In easy trials, essentially all rPTs correspond to asymptotic performance.
693
In zero-gap trials, the late rise in the tachometric curve becomes partially observable, but the 694 majority of rPTs still correspond to asymptotic performance. Note that, for participants 1, 4, and 6, the depth is zero for the high-luminance cue. c, Left edge of 703 the vortex, equal to the rPT at which the dip of the tachometric curve is halfway between chance 704 (0.5) and its minimum value. Although these metrics are somewhat noisier than those shown in 705 Fig. 4 , the effects of luminance are again highly consistent across participants, albeit with signifi-706 cant quantitative differences. Supplementary Table 1 . Parameters of the race-to-threshold model for individual participants. Participant (P1-P6) and luminance (high, medium, low) are indicated in the first column. For comparison, the results for the aggregate data (A) are shown at the top.
